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is the dual of the electromagnetic eld tensor F

and the
derivatives in (1) and (2) are covariant w.r.t. the background metric.
In a Cartesian frame the eld tensor can be decomposed in terms of the electric






! ( D;H). The electromagnetic
wave equation in curved space can be obtained by introducing the vector F

= EiH.










= i!G  F

(4)








 g and G is a three






, and we have assumed that the elds have a
harmonic time dependence with frequency !. The wave equation for F

is obtained























modes are identical. This is not a result
2
of the limitation of the geometrical optics limit as claimed in [2] but a consequence
of the exact wave equation is curved space (5). Since the derivatives in (5) are co-
variant w.r.t. the background metric, the direction of polarisation of F

undergoes a
Fermi-Walker transport in the course of the propagation of the wave along the null
geodesic, which is interpreted as a gravitational Faraday rotation [6]. In [2] the author





dier by a constant proportional to the rotational parameter of the metric.
This however means that the two circularly polarised modes propagate with dierent
phase velocities but the same group velocity - therefore Einstein's gravity causes a
Faraday rotation but no birefringence. If such birefringent eects like polarisation
dependent bending of light by the Sun or time delay of pulsar signals are observed,
they will signal new physics beyond Einstein's gravity [6].
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